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Abstract1

Classical models that ignore linkage predict that deleterious recessive mutations2

should purge or fix within inbred populations, yet inbred populations often retain mod-3

erate to high segregating load. True overdominance could generate balancing selection4

strong enough to sustain inbreeding depression even within inbred populations, but this5

is considered rare. However, arrays of deleterious recessives linked in repulsion could gen-6

erate appreciable pseudo-overdominance that would also sustain segregating load. We7

used simulations to explore how long pseudo-overdominant (POD) zones persist once cre-8

ated (e.g., by hybridization between populations fixed for alternative mildly deleterious9

mutations). Balanced haplotype loads, tight linkage, and moderate to strong cumula-10

tive selective effects all serve to maintain POD zones. Tight linkage is key, suggesting11

that such regions are most likely to arise and persist in low recombination regions (like12
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inversions). Selection and drift unbalance the load, eventually eliminating POD zones,13

but this process is quite slow under strong pseudo-overdominance. Background selection14

accelerates the loss of weak POD zones but reinforces strong ones in inbred populations15

by disfavoring homozygotes. Models and empirical studies of POD dynamics within16

populations help us understand how POD zones may allow the load to persist, greatly17

affecting load dynamics and mating systems evolution.18

Keywords: Inbreeding; purging; fixation; drift load; pseudo-overdominance; associative19

overdominance; POD; linkage; recombination.20
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1 Introduction21

Inbreeding depression (δ) is defined as the lower fitness of inbred compared to outbred22

individuals (Darwin, 1876). It is now generally accepted that δ is mainly due to the ex-23

pression of segregating deleterious recessive mutations (Charlesworth and Charlesworth,24

1987; Crow, 1993; Bataillon and Kirkpatrick, 2000; Roze, 2015). As direct selection,25

background selection, genetic drift and inbreeding all act to reduce diversity at such26

loci, maintaining non-negligible levels of inbreeding depression is difficult to explain27

(Byers and Waller, 1999; Winn et al, 2011). Examples include inbred lines of Zea mays28

Kardos et al (2014); Larièpe et al (2012), Arabidopsis (Seymour et al, 2016), Mimulus29

(Brown and Kelly, 2020) and C. elegans (Chelo et al, 2019; Bernstein et al, 2019). Such30

observations led many to conclude that overdominant selection, i.e. a higher fitness of31

heterozygotes compared to either homozygote, was operating (Kimura and Ohta, 1971;32

Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 1987). But truly overdominant loci are rare, and most33

effects previously attributed to overdominance (such as heterosis and hybrid vigor) can34

be explained by simple dominance interactions (Crow, 1999a). Curiously, analyses of35

inbreeding depression often detect evidence of overdominance (see for example Baldwin36

and Schoen 2019). These apparent overdominant effects, however, probably reflect the37

effects of many deleterious recessive mutations linked in repulsion, a phenomenon termed38

pseudo-overdominance (hereafter POD, introduced by Ohta and Kimura 1969; reviewed39

by Waller 2021). We have known for half a century that a single strong overdominant40

locus can generate enough selection against homozygotes to persist even under com-41

plete self-fertilization (Kimura and Ohta, 1971). Could such strong effects also arise and42

persist via pseudo-overdominance?43

Pseudo-overdominant selection will only emerge in genomic regions where many dele-44

terious alleles are clustered together and often linked in repulsion, generating complemen-45

tary haplotypes that express similar inbreeding loads as homozygotes. Genomic regions46

with reduced recombination, such as centromeric regions and chromosomal inversions,47

often maintain higher than expected heterozygosity. Centromeric regions in Zea mays,48

for example, maintain heterozygosity even after repeated generations of inbreeding (Mc-49
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Mullen et al, 2009). This has also been found in 22 centromeric regions in the human50

genome (Gilbert et al, 2020). Kremling et al (2018) confirmed that many rare variants51

in maize express deleterious effects confirming that “even intensive artificial selection is52

insufficient to purge genetic load.” Brandenburg et al (2017) identified 6,978 genomic53

segments (≈ 9% of the genome) with unexpectedly high heterozygosity in land races of54

maize. These heterozygous segments contained more deleterious mutations than other55

parts of the genome, with several deeply conserved across multiple land races. Inver-56

sions, which halt recombination, also appear to accumulate lasting loads of deleterious57

mutations. Jay et al (2021) found that ancient inversions contribute greatly to hetero-58

sis in Heliconius
:::::::::
Heliconius butterflies. Kirkpatrick (2010) concluded that although the59

genetic basis for inversion overdominance has not yet been clearly determined, POD is60

plausible.61

Pseudo-overdominance (POD) at many loci of small effect should mimic overdom-62

inant selection at a single locus, favouring heterozygosity for load within particular63

genomic regions. This could sustain inbreeding depression even in the face of purify-64

ing selection and drift. For POD to influence species evolution, it must exist for long65

enough and generate enough overdominant selection to leave a signature. Recombina-66

tion, however, acts to break up such regions by unbalancing haplotype loads, allowing67

selection and drift to purge or fix their mutations. It is thus remarkable that poly-68

morphic inversions expressing balancing selection to date back to ancient hybridization69

events in Heliconius
:::::::::
Heliconius butterflies (Jay et al, 2021). Similarly, five ancient poly-70

morphic zones predate the divergence of Arabidopsis from Capsella (Wu et al, 2017)71

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(approx. 8 million generations ago, Wu et al, 2017). These observations suggest that72

polymorphic regions may generate enough selection to sustain themselves for long peri-73

ods of time. Could this selection derive from POD?74

Several mechanisms might generate enough initial overdominance to create a POD75

zone including crosses between independently inbred lineages or sub-populations (gener-76

ating high heterosis in the F1), a truly overdominant (e.g., self-incompatibility) locus, or77

chromosomal inversions where recombination is strongly suppressed, allowing mutations78
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to accumlate
::::::::::
accumulate. Here, we use simulations to study the evolutionary dynamics79

of POD zones generated initially by admixture between two populations fixed for differ-80

ent sets of deleterious mutations. In this scenario, high fitness emerges in the F1 where81

mutations fixed within each population are ‘masked’ as heterozygotes in hybrid offspring82

(Kim et al, 2018). We extend existing theory regarding the stable polymorphism that83

can exist at a single bi-allelic overdominant locus to examine the conditions necessary84

for POD to maintain two haplotypes containing many linked recessive deleterious muta-85

tions as heterozygotes. Because pseudo-overdominance depends on tight linkage among86

these loci, we expect that over time such zones will be vulnerable to being broken up87

by recombination. We therefore also explore how varying levels of linkage, dominance,88

selection and selfing rates affect POD zone stability and decay. Finally, we test how89

selection elsewhere in the genome affects the ability of POD zones to persist and the90

reciprocal effects of POD zones on load dynamics elsewhere in the genome.91

2 Approaches92

2.1 Load needed to generate a POD93

Kimura and Ohta (1971) demonstrated that when the selective effects generating true94

overdominance are strong enough, a stable equilibrium can exist that perpetuates the two95

overdominant alleles indefinitely even within a fully self-fertilizing population. Consider96

a scenario in which two haplotypes, noted H1 and H2, occur within a diploid population97

self-fertilizing at rate σ. Each homozygote suffers a fitness reduction (s1 or s2) compared98

to the heterozygote fitness. In the case of true overdominance, Kimura and Ohta (1971)99

showed that a stable polymorphism will persist at an overdominant locus when:100

σ <
2sx(1− sx)

s1 + s2 − 2s1s2
. (1)

where sx = mins1, s2 < 0.5
:::::::::::::::::::
sx = min(s1, s2) < 0.5. When both segregating homozygotes101

reduce fitness by at least half (s1, s2 > 0.5), selection acts to maintain overdominance102

even as the selfing rate approaches one, as selection removes homozygotes faster than103
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Figure 1: Genetic structure of the POD region (delimited by the dashed box). Deleterious

mutations (represented by crosses) linked in cis occur at a distance 2ℓ cM
::
M

:
from each

other along the same chromosome, alternating (at a distance ℓ cM
::
M) with trans mutations

on the opposite chromosome. Close, regular, and alternating spacing of recessive deleterious

mutations along both haplotypes ensure linkage and pseudo-overdominance.

they are generated (Rocheleau and Lessard, 2000). For situations with stable polymor-104

phism, setting s1 = s2 results in both alleles being maintained at a frequency of 0.5.105

We use this threshold under true overdominance to estimate the number of load106

loci within pseudo-overdominant (POD) zone required to generate the necessary level of107

overdominance needed to maintain a stable equilibrium (see Eq. 1). We assume complete108

linkage among matched sets of mildly deleterious mutations, all with the same coefficient109

of selection s and dominance h. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that each haplotype110

carries the same number nL of deleterious mutations and that mutations within the111

POD zone are
::
all

:::::
with

:::
the

:::::
same

:::::::::
coefficient

:::
of

::::::::
selection

::
s

:::
and

::::::::::
dominance

:::
h.

:::
We

:::::::
assume112

:::::
initial

:::::::::
complete

:::::::
linkage,

:::
as

::
it
::::
can

:::::
then

:::
be

::::::
broken

:::
by

::::::::::::::
recombination,

:::::
with

::::
loci

:
evenly113

spaced, occurring at intervals of ℓ cM
:::::::
Morgans

:
between alternating trans-mutations on114

opposing haplotypes (Fig. 1). As fitness effects are considered multiplicative across loci,115

an individual’s fitness is:116

W = (1− hs)he(1− s)ho (2)

where he and ho are the number of heterozygous and homozygous mutations, respec-117

tively, carried by the individual. In the case of complete linkage homozygosity at these118
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loci only occurs in individuals carrying two copies of the same haplotype (genotypeH1H1119

or H2H2). As both haplotypes carry the same number of mutations, the coefficient of120

selection acting against either homozygote (sH = s1, s2), relative to the fitness of the121

heterozygote H1H2 (WAA/WAa) is:122

sH = 1− (1− s)n

(1− hs)2n
. (3)

This expression allows us to determine the number of deleterious alleles per haplotype123

necessary to sustain enough overdominance to preserve both haplotypes via stable bal-124

ancing selection (see Supp. File 1):125

nL =
log(1− sH)

log(1− s)− 2 log(1− hs)
(4)

As expected, the number of loci required to obtain a strength of selection against ho-126

mozygotes sH decreases for higher values of s and h. For s = 0.01 and h = 0.2, nL = 115127

for sH to be at least 0.5, which should sustain POD selection indefinitely (Supp. File 1,128

Fig. S1).129

2.2 Inbreeding depression130

Inbreeding depression δ is a local
::::::::::
population

:::::::
specific

:
variable, reflecting the number131

of heterozygotes maintained in a population. The general equation used to estimate132

inbreeding depression is:133

δ = 1− Ws

Wo
(5)

whereWs is the fitness of selfed offspring andWo that of outcrossed offspring (Charlesworth134

and Charlesworth, 1987).
:
If

:::::
there

::
is
::
a
:::::
POD

::::::
zone,

:::
we

:::
can

::::::::
consider

:::::
that

:::::
there

::::
are

:::
two135

::::::::
potential

:::::
forms

:::
of

::::::::
selection

::::::::::::
contributing

::
to

::::::::::
inbreeding

::::::::::
depression:

:::
1)

::::::::
selection

:::::::
against136

:::::::::
deleterious

::::::::::
mutations

:::::
that

::::
are

:::::::::
scattered

::::::::::
throughout

::::
the

::::::::
genome

:::::::
(noted

:::
δs):::::

and
::
2)137

::::::::::::
overdominant

::::::::
selection

:::::::::
generated

:::
by

:::::
POD

:::::
zones

::::::
(noted

::::
δod).:::

If
::
we

:::::::
assume

::::
that

::::::::
selection138

::::::
against

::::::::::
deleterious

::::::::::
mutations

:::::::::
elsewhere

::
in
::::
the

:::::::
genome

::::
and

:::::::::::::
overdominant

::::::::
selection

:::
do139

:::
not

::::::::
interfere

::::
with

:::
one

::::::::
another

:
(
:::
i.e.

::
no

::::::::::
associative

::::::::::::::
overdominance

::
or

::::::
effects

::
of

::::::::::
background140

::::::::
selection)

::::
and

::::::
fitness

::::::
effects

::::::
remain

::::::::::::
multiplicative

::::
(see

:::
for

::::::::
example

::::::::::::::::::::::::
Kirkpatrick and Jarne 2000141
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:
,
:::
the

::::::
upper

:::::
limit

::
of

:::
the

:::::::::
expected

::::
level

::
of

::::::::::
inbreeding

::::::::::
depression

::::
will

:::
be:

:
142

δ = 1− (1− δod)(1− δs).
:::::::::::::::::::::

(6)

When mutations are deleterious, and accounting for drift, this variable
::
δs depends143

on the haploid mutation rate U , the coefficient of selection s and the dominance of144

mutations h (see equation 3 from Bataillon and Kirkpatrick 2000):145

δs = 1− exp

[
−U

(
(1− 2h)(1 + F )

2(h+ F − hF )
− (1− 2h)(1 + F )(1− 2hs)

8(h+ F − hF )2sN

)]
, (7)

where F = σ/(2− σ) is the equilibrium inbreeding coefficient (expected deviation from146

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium of genotype frequencies). Though this expression for F re-147

mains true for weak overdominance (Glémin, 2021), when there is strong overdominance,148

the inbreeding coefficient depends on the coefficients of selection and allelic frequencies149

(Appendix A4 from Kimura and Ohta, 1971). In our case with symmetrical selection150

against homozygotes, this term is given as:151

F̂ =
2− sH − σ + sHσ −

√
(2− sH)2 − 2 (2− sH − s2H)σ + (1− sH)2σ2

2sH
. (8)

F̂ will tend to zero with increasing sH (see Fig. A1 in Supp. File 1). Selfing populations152

subject to strong overdominant selection thus tend to behave like outcrossing ones as153

low fitness homozygotes are eliminated.
::
In

:::
the

::::::::
presence

:::
of

:::::
POD

:::::::::
selection,

:::
we

:::
set

::
F

::
in154

:::
Eq.

::
7
::
to

:::
F̂ .

:
155

At equilibrium, this inbreeding load
:::
the

:::::::::::
contribution

::
of

:::::
POD

::
to

::::::::::
inbreeding

:::::::::
depression156

δod ::::
can, for symmetrical overdominancecan

:
,
:
be written as:157

δod =
(1 + F̂ )i

2− sH
(9)

where ,
:::::::::
i = s1s2

s1+s2
,
:::::
which

:::::::::
simplifies

::
to

:::::::
i = sH

2 :
when s1 = s2 = sH , i =

s2H
2sH

- see Eq. A2158

from Supp. File 1 and Kimura and Ohta (1971). We provide the general expressions for159

F̂ and δod in Supp. File 1 (see Eq. A3).160

If we assume that selection against deleterious mutations elsewhere in the genome and161

overdominant selection do not interfere with one another (i.e. no associative overdominance162

or effects of background selection) and fitness effects remain multiplicative (see for163
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example Kirkpatrick and Jarne 2000, the upper limit of the expected level of inbreeding164

depression will be:165

δ = 1− (1− δod)(1− δs), (10)

setting F in Eq. 7 to F̂ .166

As previously shown, δod increases with the selfing rate σ for strong overdominant167

selection and δs decreases with σ (Charlesworth and Charlesworth, 1987, 1990). It168

is therefore possible to have similar δ in
::::::
(given

::
in

::::
Eq.

:::
6)

:::
in

:
outcrossers and selfers,169

depending on the rates of background mutation U and the strength of POD selection170

:
(
:::
i.e.

:::
the

:::::
value

:::
of

::::
sH).171

2.3 Recombination and POD’s172

Thus far, we have assumed complete linkage in order to apply one-locus overdominance173

theory to infer the strength of selection against homozygotes necessary to sustain a stable174

equilibrium. However, some recombination will occur, allowing the strong linkage dise-175

quilibrium among loci within a POD to erode over time. In order to examine the effect176

of recombination on the stability of POD, we propose a system of Ordinary Differential177

:::::::::
Difference

:
Equations (ODEs) representing the change in frequencies of the two initial178

haplotypes (∆P1
and ∆P2

) and that of a newly introduced recombinant haplotype (∆Pc
):179

∆P1 =
P1((1− F̂ )(1− sc,1)Pc + (1− sH)((1− F̂ )P1 + F̂ ) + (1− F̂ )P2)− P1W

W

∆P2
=

P2((1− F̂ )(1− sc,2)Pc + (1− sH)((1− F̂ )P2 + F̂ ) + (1− F̂ )P1)− P2W

W

∆Pc =
Pc((1− F̂ )(1− sc,1)P1 + (1− sc)((1− F̂ )Pc + F̂ ) + (1− F̂ )(1− sc,2)P2)− PcW

W
.

(11)

The mean fitness of the population W is the sum of the expected genotypic frequencies180

after selection (see Supp. File 2, Eq. (A4)), and sc, sc,1 and sc,2 are the coefficients of se-181

lection associated respectively with haplotypes HcHc, HcH1 and HcH2. We resolve this182

system of equations to determine the conditions necessary for a recombinant haplotype183

Hc to increase in frequency (∆Pc
> 0).184
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3 Simulations185

So as to confirm expectations from the analytical model given above and explore the186

dynamics of POD selection, we develop an individual-based simulation program in C++,187

uploaded to Zenodo.org (Abu Awad and Waller, 2022). We consider a scenario where188

POD selection arises after an admixture event between two initially isolated populations189

fixed for different mutations within the same genomic region (a ”proto-POD” zone).190

Each population is made up of N sexual diploid individuals, self-fertilizing at a fixed rate,191

σ. Each individual is represented by two vectors, each carrying the positions (between 0192

and 1) of deleterious mutations along a single chromosome with map length R Morgans.193

Recombination occurs uniformly throughout the genome. Mutations within and outside194

of the POD zone have a fixed effect, with respective coefficients of selection, s and sd, and195

dominances, h and hd. Individual fitness is calculated as shown in Eq. 2. New mutations196

are sampled from a Poisson distribution with parameter U , the haploid mutation rate197

and their positions are uniformly distributed along the genome (infinite-locus model).198

Generations are discrete (no overlap) and consist of three phases: i) introducing new199

mutations, ii) selection, and iii) recombination and gamete production.200

3.1 POD zone architecture and initiation201

Two types of simulation are run, one with an arbitrary ideal haplotype structure expected202

to favour POD persistence and one with a more realistic distribution of mutations within203

the POD zone. The former consists of constructing two perfectly complementary hap-204

lotypes, H1 and H2. Cis-mutations occur at regular intervals (every 2ℓ M) along each205

haplotype and mutations are staggered, spreading the load evenly through the POD and206

ensuring pseudo-overdominance (Fig. 1). The probability that a recombination event207

occurs
::::::::
expected

:::::::
number

::
of

:::::::::::::
recombination

::::::
events

:::::::::
occurring between two trans-mutations208

is then ℓ. The second type of POD zone architecture is one with randomly placed muta-209

tions in a predefined genomic region, their positions sampled from a uniform distribution,210

while ensuring that a locus with the same position is not sampled for both haplotypes.211

In both cases the center of the POD zone is kept constant for both haplotypes and the212
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size of the POD zone is 2ℓnL M, with nL potentially different for each haplotype. The213

POD zone is arbitrarily positioned around the center of the genome, its exact center at214

position 0.5 along the chromosome.215

After a burn-in period of 4 000 generations, allowing the two source populations216

(each fixed for a given haplotype in the proto-POD zone) to reach mutation-selection-217

drift equilibrium, a new population of sizeN is created by randomly sampling individuals218

from both populations. We arbitrarily consider that each source population contributes219

50% of individuals to the new population. The new population is then allowed to evolve220

for a further 4000 generations. Samples of 100 individuals are taken every 10 generations221

to estimate inbreeding depression, which we compare to the theoretical expectations222

presented above (Eqs. 7, 9 and 6). We also use these samples to estimate heterozygosity223

within and outside the POD zone (POD He and genome He, respectively) as:224

He =

100∑
j=1

hej
L

. (12)

where hei is the number of heterozygous mutations carried by individual j (out of a225

sample of 100) and L is the total number of segregating sites in the genomic region of226

interest. At higher mutation rates, singletons will be frequent. This will reduce He by227

inflating L. A decrease of He with time signals the erosion of the POD zone, either228

through loss or fixations of mutations.229

Unless stated otherwise, all variable plotted are values obtained 4000 generations after230

the hybridisation event. Figures are made using the ggplot2 package (v3.3.6, Wickham231

2016), with, in most cases, lines generated using the geom smooth option. When this232

gave results that were too divergent compared to plotting the mean, the mean was used.233

3.2 Simulations run234

Simulations are run for population size N = 100, 1000 and 5000 and for selfing rates σ235

between 0 and 0.95. The haploid background mutation U is set to 0, 0.1 and 0.5, with236

new mutations outside the POD zone having a fixed coefficient of selection (sd = 0.01)237

and dominance (hd = 0.2 or 0.5). The general map length
:::
We

:::::::
explore

:::
the

::::::
effect

::
of238
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:::::::
genome

::::
map

::::::
length

:::
R,

::::::::
choosing

:
R = 1 and 10 Morgans and

::
for

:::::
tight

::::
and

:::::
loose

::::::
linkage239

:::::::::::
respectively,

:::
and

:
we examine different strengths of linkage between loci in the POD zone,240

with ℓ = 10−4, 10−5 and 10−6. We consider both weak and strong selection against241

homozygotes, setting sH to sH = 0.14, 0.26 and 0.45. These correspond to stable242

(polymorphic) overdominant selection when σ = 0, 0.5 or even (with a narrow range of243

stability) 0.95 (Fig. A2, dotted lines). To determine the effects of POD selection on244

heterozygosity elsewhere in the genome, we also run simulations where all alleles within245

the initial POD zone are neutral for all parameter sets mentioned above (achieved by246

setting s and h = 0 within the POD). We run 100 repetitions for each parameter set.247

4 Results248

4.1 POD persistence and degradation249

We first examine how recombination, the strength of selection against linked load loci,250

and their arrangement within the POD zone, influence POD persistence.251

4.1.1 Recombination and POD degradation252

Under the assumption that recombination within the POD block is rare (reflecting tight253

linkage), any new haplotype Hc will be generated by a single recombination event. This254

is reflected in the ODEs introduced in Eq. (11) which compute changes in frequency255

of the two initial haplotypes (H1 and H2) and a recombinant (Hc). For simplicity, we256

initially assume an ideal case where mutations are arranged alternately within the POD257

zone (see Fig 1). Positions of deleterious alleles in H1H2 heterozygotes alternate in trans258

relative to flanking mutations on the same chromosome (Fig. 1). Each haplotype carries259

nL deleterious mutations. Consider two cases: 1) the recombinant haplotype Hc (and260

its complement) each carry nL deleterious mutations; 2) Hc carries nL − 1 mutations261

because recombination has cleaved one from one end of the POD zone.262

Given arbitrary values of sc, sc,1 and sc,2 (the coefficients of selection against HcHc,263

HcH1 and HcH2 genotypes, respectively), the only possible equilibria involve fixing one264
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of the three haplotypes or maintaining only two of them. Hence any rare haplotype, Hc,265

should either be lost, go to fixation, or replace one of the initial haplotypes (co-existing266

with the other). For Hc to increase in frequency, ∆Pc
(Eq. (11)) must be positive267

when it enters the population (or it would be eliminated). Assuming the frequency268

of a recombinant Pc is of order ϵ (ϵ being very small), the expression for ∆Pc for the269

leading order of Pc (noted ∆̄Pc
) can be derived. In a population at equilibrium with270

P1 = P2 = (1− ϵ)/2 and setting s1 = s2 = sH :271

∆̄Pc
=

2((1 + F̂ )sH − sc,1 − sc,2 − F̂ (2sc − sc,1 − sc,2))

2− sH − F̂ sH
. (13)

The denominator of this expression is always greater than 0 for sH < 1. To understand272

the behavior of ∆̄Pc
, we simplify the above equation by setting F̂ to 0 (no self-fertilisation273

or very strong overdominant selection with sH ≈ 1, see Supp Fig. A1). In this case274

Eq. 13 simplifies to 2(sH − sc,1 − sc,2)/(2 − sH). If no mutations have been cleaved275

off by recombination (i.e Hc carries n
::
nL:

mutations), the numerator 2(sH − sc,1 −276

sc,2) ≤ 0 (see Eq. B1 in Supp. File 2 for expressions of sc,1 and sc,2) making ∆̄Pc277

negative (Fig. B2 in Supp. File 2). Hence Hc haplotypes will be selected against.278

::::
This

::
is

::::::::
because

:::::::::::
recombinant

:::
Hc:::::::::::

haplotypes
::::
will

:::::
share

:::::::::
mutations

:::::
with

:::::
both

:::
the

::::::
initial279

:::
H1 ::::

and
:::
H2:::::::::::

haplotypes
::::
and

::
a
::::::::::
proportion

:::
of

::::
loci

::
in

::::::
HcH1:::::

and
::::::
HcH2 :::::::::

genotypes
::::
will280

:::::::::
inevitably

::
be

::::::::::::
homozygous,

:::::::::
resulting

::
in

::
a
:::::
lower

:::::::
fitness

::
of

:::::
these

::::::::::
genotypes

:::::::::
compared

::
to281

:::::
H1H2:::::::::::::

heterozygotes.
:::
In

::::
this

:::::
case

::::::
neither

::::
the

:::::::::::
homozygous

::::
nor

::::::::::::
heterozygous

:::::::::
genotypes282

::::
with

::
a

:::::::::::
recombinant

:::::::::
haplotype

:::::::
present

::
a

::::::::
selective

::::::::::
advantage. If instead Hc carries n− 1283

::::::
nL − 1

:
mutations, the resulting coefficients of selection (Eq. B2 , Supp. File 2) lead to284

a positive ∆̄Pc
(the numerator in this case can be positive). The larger F̂ (or the selfing285

rate σ) the more positive the resulting ∆̄Pc .286

This result leads us to predict that if a POD is initially stable, its eventual loss will287

usually occur gradually as recombination events near the distal ends of the POD cleave288

off mutations creating haplotypes with improved relative fitness. The reduced zones of289

stable equilibria for sc = sH in selfing populations (Fig. A2, in Supp. File 1) means that290

selection will more easily act to destabilise the POD zone by eroding mutations. This291
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should fix one of the original haplotypes or a recombinant with the strength of selection292

affecting the rate at which this occurs.293

Using simulations, we confirm results from single locus overdominance that stronger294

selection is more likely to result in stable polymorphism even for high selfing rates295

(Supp. Fig. S2). Drift and selection can both act to erode POD (shown by the rate of296

decrease of heterozygosity in Supp. Fig. S2). Strong drift renders selection neutral when297

NesH << 1, accelerating the loss of supposedly stable POD selection (N = 100 in Supp298

Fig. S2). Increasing the efficacy of selection will also favour the loss of POD selection,299

but unlike for strong drift, this is due to a more efficient purging (and higher effective300

recombination rate) of loci contributing to POD selection (N = 5000 in Supp Fig. S2).301

As the differences between population sizes are quantitative, and sH is a good predictor302

of mid/long-term stability of POD zones, in the following, we examine simulations only303

for N = 1000, for which both drift and selection act on POD stability, and sH = 0.45,304

for which overdominant selection is stable for all self-fertilisation rates simulated.305

4.1.2 Effect of the strength of selection against individual loci306

As mutations are progressively lost from POD zones, recombinants can go to fixation.307

This will eventually destabilize the POD zone. We next assess how varying the coeffi-308

cients of selection s and dominance h against individual loci affects POD persistence.309

For a fixed value of selection against homozygotes, sH , varying s, h and nL (obtained310

using Eq. (4)), we calculate the expected increase in frequency a recombinant haplotype311

∆̄Pc
using Eq. (13). If no mutation is lost (Hc also carries nL mutations), ∆̄Pc

remains312

negative except under high rates of self-fertilisation when they can be positive (though313

close to 0). However, a mutation lost through recombination generates a positive ∆̄Pc314

that increases with increasing strengths of selection and dominance of the mutations for315

all rates of self-fertilisation (Figs. 2 a and b for sH = 0.45). We confirm this prediction316

via simulations. These show that most losses of diversity (fixation or loss of mutations)317

occur at the ends of the POD zone (Figs.2c and d for selfing rate σ = 0.95). Losses of318

diversity within the POD zone intensify as s and h increase.319
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Stronger selection against individual mutations sustains heterozygosity more effec-320

tively as fewer mutations suffice to generate the same amount of balancing selection.321

However, the loss of a stronger mutation as a result of recombination will more likely322

unbalance and destabilise the POD zone. This accelerates the fixation or loss of muta-323

tions (Fig.2c). Increasing the dominance of load loci has similar effects as increasing s324

but requires more mutations to reach the same sH (i.e. nL = 60 and 150 for h = 0 and325

0.3 respectively, Fig. 2f). This is because increased dominance increases the relative326

fitness of both the fitter homozygote (i.e. the haplotype with one less mutation due to327

recombination) and the heterozygote, increasing the overall fitness advantage of losing a328

mutation. The same patterns are observed in outcrossing populations to a lesser extent329

(Supp. Fig. S3). Increased linkage within the POD zone reduces the rate at which these330

higher fitness recombinants occur, slowing this process (dashed lines, Figs. 2e and f; see331

Supp. Fig. S4 for patterns of mutation loss within the POD zone).332

4.1.3 POD region architecture333

So far, we have considered only an ideal genetic architecture that favours maintaining334

POD, namely homozygotes of both haplotypes having identical fitness disadvantages335

relative to the heterozygote and equally spaced cis and trans mutations within the POD336

zone. We now relax these assumptions by considering initial haplotypes carrying different337

numbers of mutations, nL, within the POD region (while maintaining equal spacing) and338

then by placing randomly spaced mutations within the POD zone.339

To unbalance the segregating homozygotes, consider alternative POD zone haplo-340

types with nL = 80, 100, or120 mutations paired with a haplotype H1 with nL = 100341

mutations (denoted by relative lengths of 0.8 1 and 1.2 respectively in Figs. 3a and342

c). These generate substantial fitness differentials with relative selection coefficients343

against homozygotes s1 = 0.47 and s2 = 0.35 (blue lines), s1 = s2 = 0.45 (black lines),344

or s1 = 0.43 and s2 = 0.53 (green lines). In outcrossing populations, selection trims345

down longer, more loaded haplotypes as recombination makes variants available. This346

shrinks more loaded haplotypes to sizes close to the smaller haplotype (Fig. 3a, solid347
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Figure 2: Effects of levels of selection and dominance on selection dynamics within a POD

zone. Left panels show the effects of varying the coefficient of selection at a load locus s

(s = 0.01, 0.02 and 0.04, corresponding to nL = 100, 50 and 25 loci). Dominance is fixed

at h = 0.2 and sH = 0.455
:::::::::
sH = 0.45. Right panels show the effects of varying dominance

(h = 0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 with nL = 60, 75, 100 and 150) with selection fixed at s = 0.01. Panels

a) and b) show theoretical rates of increase in frequency for a recombinant haplotype that

loses a mutation from one end. Panels c) and d) show observed frequencies of fixation/loss

along the POD zone at generation 4000 (x values represent the position of the loci along

the chromosome). The selfing rate σ = 0.95 and linkage ℓ = 10−4M . Panels e) and f) show

losses in heterozygosity (He) over time in populations with a high selfing rate (σ = 0.95)

and either loose linkage (ℓ = 10−4M , solid lines) or tight linkage (ℓ = 10−5M , dashed lines).

Population size N = 1000.
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lines). Overdominant selection, however, sustains the core POD region’s heterozygosity,348

He(Fig. 3b, solid lines). Self-fertilising populations, in contrast, show less POD zone sta-349

bility under asymmetric selection despite the fact that populations with balanced loads350

showed only slight observed losses or fixations of mutations (dashed black lines in Figs.351

3a and c). When the alternative haplotype has less load (a relative size of 0.8), it quickly352

goes to fixation (dashed blue lines in Figs. 3a and c). This result matches the theoretical353

expectation that no overdominant polymorphism can be maintained with these coeffi-354

cients of selection against homozygotes when the selfing rate is 0.95 (see Fig.A2 in the355

Supp. File 1). When the total load of the second haplotype increases to a relative size of356

1.2, the POD zone is more commonly sustained as mutations are trimmed off the ends of357

the POD zone (Fig. 3a, c). This difference in behavior reflects the need for segregating358

load to exceed a threshold to sustain a POD zone. As for outcrossing, most mutations359

of the larger haplotype will be trimmed off the edges, but there is some fixation and/or360

loss of mutations along the whole POD region (dashed green line in Fig. 3a), lowering361

the mean observed He (dashed green line in Fig. 3c). This is most probably due to362

a larger range of recombinants having a higher selective advantage, provided that they363

trim the larger haplotype and thus help destabilize POD selection.364

When the mutations are not in an ideal configuration, but randomly positioned365

throughout the designated POD zone, stability of the POD zone is barely affected in366

outcrossing populations (solid lines in Figs. 3b and d), even when the haplotypes are367

initially uneven. Selfing populations, however, require stronger linkage to retain the368

POD zone (compare dashed lines in Fig. 3 for ℓ = 10−6 M to Fig. S5 for ℓ = 10−5).369

Despite more frequent fixations/losses of mutations, some heterozygosity nonetheless370

persists for approximately 1000 generations even with lower linkage (Supp. Fig. S5).371

4.2 Background mutations372

Mutations introduced elsewhere in the genome influence POD selection dynamics and373

persistence and vice versa as POD’s affect purifying selection across the genome. In374

general, when a POD zone is stable, background mutations will not destabilise it. Back-375
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Figure 3: Effects of relaxing the assumptions of symmetric overdominance and evenly spaced

mutations. Upper panels show locations within the POD zone where load mutations are most

likely to be lost (a, b) and how this depends on whether mutations are evenly spaced (a)

or randomly distributed (b). Results are shown for both symmetric (black) and asymmetric

(green and blue) loads. Outcomes under both outcrossing and high selfing (solid vs. dotted

lines) are shown. Note erosion of mutations via recombination and selection at both ends of

the POD zone. Lower panels show overall stability of the POD zone (shown as heterozygosity,

He) over time. As in the upper panels, graphs show results for both symmetric (black) and

asymmetric (green and blue) loads and for evenly and randomly placed mutations (panel c

vs. d). The coefficients of selection and dominance are s = 0.01 and h = 0.2 respectively,

linkage within the POD zone is ℓ = 10−6 and population size N = 1000.
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ground selection does, however, affect heterozygosity within and outside the POD zone.376

Let us compare heterozygosity within the POD zone in simulations with background377

mutations to simulations lacking it (i.e. U > 0 vs. U = 0; Fig. 4a). Interestingly,378

in self-fertilising populations, He within the POD zone rises when background selection379

occurs elsewhere in the genome. These effects increase when mutation rates rise (green380

vs. blue lines, U = 0.5 and 0.1 respectively) and linkage increases (full vs. dashed lines381

reflecting map lengths of R = 1 and 10 Morgans respectively).382

Similarly, the presence of a stable POD zone affects the heterozygosity of deleterious383

mutations observed elsewhere in the genome. When mutation rates are low (U = 0.1),384

POD selection slightly decreases the mutational heterozygosity elsewhere in the genome385

(blue lines Fig. 4b). Conversely, a higher genomic mutation rate (U = 0.5, green lines)386

results in increased heterozygosity, especially in highly selfing populations with small387

genomes
::::
map

:::::::
lengths

:
(implying tight linkage - solid green line in Fig. 4b). Effects of388

POD selection on effective population size are complex but in most cases, POD selection389

tends to decrease Ne (Supp. Fig. S6).390

To confirm that these effects derive from overdominance rather than some other ef-391

fect of background selection, we simulated effects of co-dominant background mutations392

(hd = 0.5). Because such mutations are expressed in heterozygotes and thus easily393

removed by selection, they generate few associations with other loci. Co-dominant back-394

ground mutations have little effect on within-POD zone heterozygosity in contrast to395

simulations with more recessive mutations (hd = 0.2). This is true even within selfing396

populations (Supp. Fig. S7a). This confirms that it is associative overdominance be-397

tween the POD zone and other load loci that increases heterozygosity (Supp. Fig. S7b).398

Varying rates of background mutation and POD zone length also have complex effects399

on effective population size Ne (Supp. Fig. S7c).400

4.3 Inbreeding depression401

As expected, the overdominance generated in a POD zone increases the inbreeding de-402

pression, δ, populations express (Supp. Fig. S8). Observed δ in outcrossing populations403
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Figure 4: Background mutations affect POD selection and vice versa. Graph (a) shows

heterozygosity, He, within the POD zone with background mutations relative to He in the

absence of background mutations and graph (b) He elsewhere in the genome with a POD

zone relative to without, both as a function of the selfing rate. Populations are subject to

different background mutation rates (U) and shorter and longer map lengths (R in Morgans).

These simulations use 100 POD load loci (nL = 100) and a map length of ℓ = 10−6 Morgans.

Mutations within the POD zone are randomly placed. Selection coefficients in- and outside

the POD zone (s and sd respectively) are 0.01 with dominances h and hd = 0.2.
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the haploid mutation rate, U . Solid lines show means of the simulations run. Dotted lines
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dashed lines show increases in delta expected with overdominant selection over all selfing

rates (Eq. (6)). Other parameter values are nL = 100, ℓ = 10−6 Morgans and randomly

placed mutations in the POD zone. Selection coefficients in- and outside the POD zone, s

and sd are set to 0.01 with dominances h and hd = 0.2. The total map length (setting the

recombination rate) is R = 10 Morgans.

can be predicted using Eq. (6), which accounts for overdominant selection and unlinked404

deleterious mutations. In selfing populations variable erosion of the POD zone and POD405

selection dynamics generate bimodal distributions of δ (see Supp. Fig. S9 for clearer406

representations). Some simulations generate values of δ close to those predicted by Eq.407

(6) (dashed lines in Fig. 5) while others generate values predicted when selection acts408

only against the unlinked recessive deleterious mutations (Eq. (7), dotted lines in Fig.409

5). This may reflect loss of the POD zone. Smaller genomes
::::::::
Genomes

::::
with

:::::::
smaller

::::
map410

::::::
lengths

:
(e.g., R = 1 Morgans) generally increase the observed δ, especially in selfing411

populations (see Supp. Figs. S8 and S10).412

5 Discussion413

Given that purging, drift, and background selection all reduce segregating variation and414

thus inbreeding depression, we face the question of what force perpetuates these
:
,
:
even415
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within small and inbred populations. Waller (2021) emphasized this enigma and reviewed416

mechanisms that might account for it. Selective interference among loci might act to slow417

or block purging (Lande and Schemske, 1985a; Winn et al, 2011). Recurrent mutations418

might also replenish the load fast enough to regenerate δ (Fisher, 1930; Charlesworth,419

2018). A third possibility is that clusters of recessive mutations linked in repulsion420

emerge, creating enough balancing selection via pseudo-overdominance (POD) to counter421

purging and drift, sustaining selection for outcrossing or mixed mating systems (Waller,422

2021). Our goals here were to explore the dynamic stability of POD zones (initially423

ignoring how they arise) using both classical one-locus overdominant theory (Kimura424

and Ohta, 1971) and simulations. We found that strong and balanced POD zones can425

persist for hundreds to many thousands of generations.426

Whether POD zones are fragile or robust depends critically on several genetic param-427

eters. These include the number and severity of deleterious mutations, their proximity428

and cis-/trans- positions, and their levels of dominance/recessivity (Figs. 2 and S3).429

Strong and balanced selection plus tight linkage allow POD zones to persist as these430

conditions enhance the associations (linkage disequilibria) that generate POD effects.431

Recombination dissolves these associations, allowing purifying selection and drift to dis-432

rupt POD zones, purging and fixing mutations. Mutations erode from either end of433

the POD zone or the load becomes unbalanced enough to fix one haplotype. The im-434

portance of linkage and small mutational effects are evident in the radically enhanced435

purging seen in models that ignore linkage and assume major mutational effects (Lande436

and Schemske, 1985b). We also found that new recessive mutations that occur elsewhere437

in the genome generate associations with load alleles within POD zones that enhance438

POD zone heterozygosity and persistence (Fig. 4). Such mutations add to the seg-439

regating load, increasing heterozygote advantage. Because levels of heterozygosity are440

correlated across the genome in partially inbred populations (identity disequilibrium),441

the background selection generated by mutations outside the POD zone tend to reinforce442

the balancing selection favoring heterozygotes in the POD zone. POD zones also exert443

reciprocal effects, enhancing the heterozygosity of mutations occurring elsewhere in the444
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genome when mutation rates are moderate (U=0.5, Fig. 4b). This effect was amplified445

within selfing populations, presumably reflecting how selection against POD zone ho-446

mozygotes favors heterozygosity across the genome when more identity disequilibrium447

occurs. These effects would be further enhanced if mutations were to have varying dom-448

inance effects, a scenario which we did not consider here. However, recent work has449

shown that POD selection can be generated in a single population by the clustering of450

mutations in repulsion, even without heterogenous recombination rates along the chro-451

mosome (Sianta et al, 2021). These results coupled with ours lead us to hypothesize that452

any genomic region displaying reduced recombination could provide a haven for POD453

zones to emerge and persist.454

5.1 How do POD zones originate?455

Many empirical observations could be explained by the existence of POD zones (see456

Introduction and Waller 2021). Whether POD zones that are conserved across popula-457

tions exist in sufficient number and strength to affect evolutionary dynamics hinges on458

the relative rates at which they are created and destroyed. We focused on POD zone459

erosion and loss, not how they arise. As our results show, a requirement for POD stabil-460

ity is strong linkage within a given genomic region in which mutations can accumulate461

through the actions of selection and genetic drift. Inversions and centromeric regions462

with restricted recombination provide preconditions favoring POD zone emergence, as463

do genomic regions neighbouring loci currently or previously under overdominant se-464

lection, where recombination is suppressed. Examples where this has been observed465

include self-incompatibility loci (Takebayashi, 2003; Igic et al, 2008; Mable, 2008), MHC466

loci (Garrigan and Hedrick, 2003; Gemmell and Slate, 2006), and loci with balanced467

polymorphisms generated by ecological selection (van Oosterhout et al, 2000; Jay et al,468

2021). In such regions, mutations of small effect become effectively neutral when the469

product of the effective population size and the selection coefficient Nes << 1 (Crow and470

Kimura, 1970; Hedrick et al, 2016)). These will drift in frequency and often fix increasing471

the “drift load” to the point where it may compromise population viability (Whitlock472
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et al, 2000; Charlesworth, 2018). Selection against strongly deleterious mutations will473

accentuate fixation of milder mutations linked in repulsion via “background selection”474

(Charlesworth et al, 1997; Zhao and Charlesworth, 2016). Pairwise and higher asso-475

ciations (linkage disequilibria) also increase within small and inbred populations even476

among alleles at unlinked loci limiting selection (Hill and Robertson, 1966; Sved, 1971;477

Ohta and Cockerham, 1974; Lewontin, 1974).478

The scenario we suggested that might create POD zones involved drift fixing alter-479

native sets of recessive deleterious mutations among isolated populations. When such480

populations hybridize, their F1 progeny experience high heterosis reflecting the cumula-481

tive effects of POD across the whole genome (Crow, 1999b). Under free recombination,482

this heterosis is expected to erode by 50% in the F2 and each subsequent generation483

as recombination dissipates the associations generating the POD (Harkness et al, 2019)484

(ignoring the presence of epistatic Dobzhansky-Muller incompatibilities -(Ehiobu et al,485

1989). However, where clumps of mutations occur within short genomic regions (or in486

low recombination zones), POD zones may be spawned. Inter-population crosses often487

reveal high heterosis (Willi et al, 2013; Spigler et al, 2017) as do crosses between low-488

fitness inbred lines in plant and animal breeding programs. Theory suggests that any489

incipient POD zone generating heterozygous progeny at least twice as fit as homozygous490

progeny will allow that POD zone to persist even in highly selfing populations. Dramatic491

examples of “hybrid vigor” in F1 crosses include cases where progeny have up to 35 times492

the fitness of parental lineages (Tallmon et al, 2004; Hedrick and Garcia-Dorado, 2016)493

easily satisfying this condition.494

Proto-POD zones may be fragile. Our models show that recombination and selection495

eliminate proto-POD zones with weak, unbalanced, or loosely linked loads. However,496

in some regions, cumulative selective effects from localized mutations may be large and497

balanced enough to allow a persistent POD zone to emerge. Such zones eliminate many498

homozygous progeny, reducing effective rates of inbreeding (F̂ , Eq. 8). This, in turn,499

reduces rates at which deleterious recessive mutations are lost both within POD zones500

and elsewhere in the genome (Fig. 4). Selection against low-fitness recombinants might501
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even favor the evolution of reduced rates of recombination within POD zones providing502

another mechanism to stabilize POD zones (cf. Olito et al 2022). We ignore the potential503

of POD zones to gain strength over time by accumulating additional internal mutations504

sheltered from selection as heterozygotes, which would augment the overdominance as505

observed at the S-locus in Arabidopsis halleri – (Llaurens et al, 2009)).506

5.2 Evolutionary consequences of POD selection507

POD zones could affect the architecture and the dynamics of the genetic load in various508

ways. Most conspicuously, our simulations of background selection show how POD zones509

could increase the segregational load elsewhere in the genome and vice versa. Such510

effects imply that mutations both within and outside the POD zone could reinforce511

the selection maintaining POD zones sustaining more variability and segregating loads512

than otherwise expected. Such loads could favor self-incompatibility mechanisms for513

their ability to produce fewer low-fitness homozygous genotypes. Our scenario where514

population hybridization spawns POD zones suggests a mechanism whereby fixed drift515

loads might regularly be converted into segregating loads which then persist in regions516

expressing strong overdominance.517

Although we expect positive heterozygosity-fitness correlations within partially in-518

bred populations (given that heterozygosity inversely measures inbreeding), heterozy-519

gosity and variation within POD zones reflects the opposite: non-adaptive variation520

emerging from sustained mutational and segregational genetic loads. This may help521

to explain why heterozygosity-fitness correlations can be weak and inconsistent (David,522

1998). POD zones might increase loads within populations by creating safe havens523

within which new deleterious mutations could accumulate while increasing the load of524

mutations segregating elsewhere in the genome. Small, inbred populations might also525

become vulnerable to “mutational meltdown” threatening population viability (Gabriel526

et al, 1993). Conversely, POD zones may provide individual or population advantages527

by sustaining inbreeding depression and favoring outcrossing in ways that better sustain528

adaptive genetic variability.529
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5.3 POD effects on mating system evolution530

The presence of POD conspicuously affects the evolution of plant and animal mating531

systems by sustaining more segregational load and higher inbreeding depression than532

expected especially in small, inbred populations. Early models of mating system evo-533

lution sought to explain variable levels of self-fertilization as equilibria reflecting how534

selection acted on progeny with more or less inbreeding depression. In these simple535

static models, inbreeding depression less than 0.5 would result in exclusive selfing while536

higher levels would favor exclusive outcrossing. More dynamic simple models that allow537

selection make mixed mating systems even more improbable by allowing inbreeding to538

purge deleterious mutations, generating ”run-away” selection for ever-increasing levels539

of selfing (Lande and Schemske, 1985b). If drift instead fixes many segregating muta-540

tions, similar effects emerge as this, too, causes inbreeding depression to decline. The541

ability of many small, inbred populations to nevertheless retain genetic variation and542

inbreeding depression plus the absence of purely inbreeding taxa thus pose a paradox543

(Byers and Waller, 1999; Winn et al, 2011). More complex and realistic models that544

incorporate effects of linkage, drift, and the associations among loci that arise in small,545

inbred populations show far more complex dynamics (Charlesworth and Charlesworth,546

1987; Uyenoyama et al, 1993). One relevant model showed that a single unlinked over-547

dominant viability locus anywhere in the genome generates positive associations with548

modifier alleles enhancing outcrossing (Uyenoyama and Waller, 1991). Such associations549

favor a persistently mixed mating system. Because POD also favors heterozygotes, we550

expect POD zones to exert similar effects. The presence of POD zones might thus help551

to account for the paradoxes of persistent segregating loads and populations and species552

that maintain mixed mating systems. If, instead, POD zones regularly arise and then553

deteriorate, selection could alternately favor selfing and outcrossing. This might provide554

an entirely different mechanism favoring mixed mating systems.555
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5.4 Conclusions556

Understanding the mechanisms that create and sustain POD zones cast light on how557

commonly POD zones may arise and persist and the genetic and demographic circum-558

stances that enhance their longevity. Comparative genomic data will be particularly559

useful for searching for POD zones and analyzing their structure and history. Our mod-560

els demonstrate how several genetic, demographic, and mating system parameters may561

affect load dynamics within and beyond POD zones. Any POD zones that persist are562

likely to strongly affect mating system evolution by reducing both purifying selection563

and drift, sapping the power these forces would otherwise have to reduce inbreeding564

depression. Our models demonstrate that POD zones can persist given the right con-565

ditions. We encourage further research to extend and refine our understanding of this566

phenomenon.567
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